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BLACKVUE

DR750X 2CH

TRUCK LTE

Plus

Price: $569.99

manufacturer
NAV-TV SKU NTV-KIT1009 weight

4.00 Lbs

market
USA, Rest of World,
Europe



Truck Dashcam with Built-in LTE

The DR750X-2CH TRUCK LTE Plus is a Cloud dash cam with built-in LTE and waterproof

rear camera.

The rear camera is connected by a 15-meter (49ft) video cable so you can mount it externally

on a variety of trucks and heavy vehicles.

Best image quality night and day with Full HD Sony STARVIS™ image sensors front and

rear.

Easy Cloud connectivity with built-in Nano SIM card reader*, making it a dash cam of choice

for commercial vehicle protection and fleet tracking.

Effortless set up with the BlackVue App.

A Truck Dashcam Built for the Cloud

Built-in 4G LTE connectivity makes connecting to the Cloud hassle-free.

Dual Full HD 1080p cameras (front 60 / rear 30 frames per second) provide fluid videos of the

front and back of your vehicle.

View angle: front camera: 139 degrees; rear camera: 116 degrees.

STARVIS imaging sensors—a reference in video clarity under low light—equip both front and

rear cameras, so whether you are driving or parked, crucial details are captured perfectly.

Infrared External Rear Camera

With Rugged Metal Waterproof Casing

With its metal waterproof casing the rear camera of the DR750X-2CH TRUCK LTE Plus is

built to withstand most weather conditions.

It is designed to be installed at the rear of truck or heavy vehicles.

We recommend to secure it in place on a flat surface using the provided screws.

The luminosity sensor detects ambient brightness, activating automatically the six IR lights to

help identify vehicles and objects even in the dark.

Mobile Hotspot Function

Turn your BlackVue into a Wi-Fi router for your car

With Mobile Hotspot Function, your compatible BlackVue can now turn into a mobile internet

router for up to five devices concurrently. This means you and your passengers can now use

your BlackVue’s internet on your laptop, portable game console, tablet or mobile.

Car Radio Versions

Any



BLACKVUE DR750X 2CH TRUCK LTE Plus Compatibility Chart

Model Year Range Version Radio Notes

Any/Any 2000-2023 USA Any

Any/Any 2000-2023
USA, Rest of World,

Europe
Any

http://app.navtv.com

http://app.navtv.com
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